Abstract-A non-data aided carrier recovery technique using modulation format identification is proposed. This technique can also be interpreted as a modulation identification method that is robust against static phase and frequency offsets. The performance of the proposed technique is studied and analytical expressions derived for the mean acquisiton time to detect lock in the cases of -PSK, 
I. INTRODUCTION
In wireless communications systems, the presence of multiple standards and the need to use denser signal constellations to support the demand of ever higher data rates require digital receivers that can operate with multiple modulations. To speed up the carrier acquisition process, as well as to reduce system overhead, it is of practical interest to design receivers able to identify the format of the incoming signals. In [1] , a technique based on fourth-order cumulants was proposed to identify modulation formats, and shown to be robust against carrier frequency and phase offsets. A method of modulation identification is proposed here that can also handle frequency and phase offsets, through the use of a conventional digital phaselocked loop (PLL) [2] and a modulation identification technique previously proposed in [3] . The parameters of the PLL, such as phase error detector (PED) characteristics, are reconfigured based on the information produced by a bank of phase-lock detectors (PLD) and an identification (ID) logic. This PLL is referred to as a multiple-mode digital PLL. In this paper, the focus is on carrier recovery and thus perfect symbol timing is assumed. Under frequency and phase offsets, the identification logic needs to be designed in such a way that, even when the incoming constellations are rotating, their modulation format is successfully identified. To achieve this, the ID logic of [3] was modified by adding more hit counters associated with specific sectors within lock areas. The proposed technique does not exclude the use of other modulation ID approaches, such as that proposed in [1] . Therefore, a main contribution of this paper is that information of the modulation format being received can be used to reconfigure the parameters and even the structure of the synchronization circuits or algorithms, e.g., from non data aided to decision directed. This is a very desirable feature in a software radio receiver. Moreover, the proposed multiple-mode carrier recovery scheme has less complexity than the use of cumulants [1] . 
A. Carrier recovery aided by modulation identification
A simplified block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig.1 , where
is the symbol interval. It can be argued that in high-speed wireless communications systems this is a reasonable assumption. Equivalently, the results of this work apply to single-carrier narrow-band wireless communications systems employing multiple digital linear modulations. Also, perfectly equalized (and ideally timed) received signals are considered, so that the only perturbation is caused by additive noise.
More precisely, in complex baseband representation, at the 
1(
seconds. With this setting, it becomes evident that the purpose of the carrier recovery circuit or algorithm is to estimate the angular speed of the received points and to apply a rotation to them, in the opposite way, such that the points output by the carrier recovery subsystem are "de-rotated" and close to their ideal positions.
B. A multiple-mode digital PLL
The digital PLL considered in this paper is of the conventional type, with a proportional-and-integral low pass filter (LPF). With reference to the block diagram of the multiple-mode digital PLL shown in Fig. 1 , the input to the LPF is the phase error produced by the PED. The output of the LPF is then fed to a numerically controlled oscillator (NCO), to output the phases of complex baseband symbols rotating at a frequency approximately equal to the negative of the frequency offset (or opposite way with reference to the received symbols.) The main difference with respect to a conventional type PLL is the presence of a bank of PLD and a modulation ID logic, which are used to select the phase-error detectors that correspond to the received digital modulation formats.
It is assumed that the digital PLL contains a bank of four PEDs, for each of the following digital modulations: BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK and 16QAM. The constellations are normalized to unit energy. The modulation ID output is used either to select one out of the four PEDs, in correspondence to the identified modulation, or to keep the loop open, if no modulation format has been recognized yet.
The output of the identification logic is an integer that represents the number of bits per constellation symbol. That is, integers 1, 2, 3 and 4 are used to identify BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK and 16QAM, respectively. If no modulation format is recognized, a zero value is output by the logic.
II. MODULATION IDENTIFICATION UNDER FREQUENCY/STATIC PHASE OFFSETS
Under frequency/static phase offsets, the modulation identification logic introduced in [3] exhibits false locks or misidentifies often. In order to prevent the ID logic from incorrectly identifying a rotated constellation, additional lock area counters are needed. A threshold value v is associated with each lock area counter. At the end of an observation window, i.e., when the number of symbols reaches the observation window length . Note that a BPSK constellation rotated by A $ l radians "looks" like a QPSK constellation, in the sense that the majority of the received points lie in the QPSK area. However, note that most of these hits occur in two opposite sectors.
Consequently, two additional counters were incorporated in the QPSK identification portion of the ID logic -with thresholds equal to 0 in the MATLAB simulations reported later in the paper.
The additional counters are associated with two adjacent sectors, corresponding to constellation points at phases and r A
, where can be any of four possible values:
was selected arbitrarily.
Similarly, for the identification of 8PSK modulation, two additional counters -with thresholds equal to 0 -were used in two adjacent sectors. In the case of 16-QAM modulation, one counter was introduced to count the number of hits in an inner sector, in addition to the global counter -and the threshold for this inner sector counter was set to 2 in simulations and experiments.
Also, the case of a static (i.e., independent of time) phase offset needs to be considered. In the proposed carrier recovery technique, a time-out mechanism is used. If after an adjustable time-out period, no lock has been detected, a small frequency offset is introduced in the loop. We note that a carrier loop including this functionality is shown in [2] , p. 550, under the name acquisition control.
Results from computer simulations and experiments in a software-defined radio (SDR) platform indicate that this is an effective way to remove a static phase offset, provided that the scanning frequency offset (SFO) is small enough so as to not make any frequency offset worse. An observation window of 
s ymbols. The acquisition time in the case of a static phase offset is thus in the order of thousands of symbols. This is acceptable, since a static offset will most likely occur during the receiver's power-up stage or whenever the received modulation format changes.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
It is important to observe that there is a delicate balance between the frequency offset 2 1 p (
, the signal-to-noise ratio per symbol, 
A. Maximum frequency offset
In this section, the maximum frequency offset for which the signals can be recovered is estimated, under the assumption that no AWGN is added to the received signals. Formally, consider a lock area with an angular range z . Note that the phase increment between symbols equals $ 2 1( radians. Consequently, the maximum normalized frequency offset is given by , for the four modulations of interest in this paper.
The angular range for 16QAM is approximated by the worst case (in the absence of noise), which is given by the lock area corresponding to an outer (or corner) point in the constellation. This means that 16-QAM constellation can be recovered even in cases of a slightly higher .
B. Probability of lock detection under frequency offsets
In this section, the probability of lock detection of each PLD is analyzed under the assumptions of perfect symbol timing and equalization (i.e., no residual interference due to multipath fading). The results in this section will be used to estimate the mean acquision time of the proposed NDA recovery scheme. For clarity of presentation, a bound on the probability of lock detection is derived below for the case of BPSK modulation, as a function of the phase of the first received symbol 
is the probability that all the received symbols in the window are inside the lock area, and
From Eqs. (3) to (5), the probability of lock, i.e., the probability that up to 
Assuming a uniform distribution on the value of the initial phase , expression (7) can be written as
The bound (8) was evaluated numerically (via Monte Carlo integration) and is plotted versus
, for several values of normalized frequency offset. A similar argument holds for QPSK and 8-PSK modulations. For details, the reader is referred to [4] .
It should be pointed out that in the case of 16-QAM, the expression for b ecomes more involved, as it depends on the particular type of symbol being received, i.e., inner, wall or corner.
Also note from the plots that, at high
, the probability of lock approaches a constant value greater than or equal to 0.5. The value of the constant can be computed for BPSK modulation, as follows:
Consider the case with no frequency offset,
. Given a random initial phase with uniform distribution in the range
, the probability of lock is simply the ratio of the volumes of the lock area to the total two-dimensional Euclidean space 
. Therefore, in the first quadrant, the normalized area of the lock region increases from
. It follows that, at high
, the probability of lock tends to a constant value
As an example, for
For other modulation formats, similar results can be obtained in a straight forward manner. For 16-QAM modulation, at high
and in the absence of frequency offset, the probability of lock, averaged over , equals 0.26.
C. Acquisition Time
The acquisition time, denoted
1´
, is defined as the time period from an initial conditon of the multiple-mode PLL to acquisition (lock indication). The average value of
, over all possible inital conditions (phases), is obtained from the lock probability
, analyzed in the previous section, as follows: is relatively small, then the acquistion time is large.
For both phase and carrier offset equal to zero, the lock probabilities of the modulation schemes considered in this paper are shown in Fig. 6 . This allows to compare directly the performance of the proposed scheme with that of other conventional approaches to modulation identification. In particular, the probability of lock detection and modulation identification for 16-QAM modulation, shown in Fig. 6 , compares very favorably with the results reported in Fig. 2 of [1] , when considering that a short observation interval of 50 symbols was used to obtain the results in this paper.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A non-data-aided carrier recovery technique for multiple modulation formats was introduced. A digital PLL, in conjunction with a bank of phase lock detectors, is utilized in the proposal. The specific phase error detector used in the carrier recovery loop is selected based on the output of a modulation identification logic, which is designed not only to recognize a given modulation scheme, but also to avoid false locks and incorrect identification in the presence of static phase/frequency offsets. This is achieved with additional sector counters and an augmented identification logic.
A theoretical analysis was presented for the probability of lock detection and the mean acquisition time. These results were confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations. It was found that when noise conditions are such that phase lock is possible, the theo- 
